"New virtual e-tailers are coming up in the next few years that none of us have even heard of," says Colin Wells, global head of
Perishables at Panalpina. (Photo: Shutterstock)
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Panalpina and ecommerce disruption in
perishables
Highlighting a 42-ton, 10-flight shipment of frozen guacamole completed in
record time, an Air Cargo World feature on forwarders and e-commerce in

perishables saw Panalpina’s Colin Wells and Quint Wilken elaborate on the
state of the sector.
Answering whether Amazon would not be a factor, Wells, global head of
perishables at Panalpina said that “as we stand at the moment, Amazon has
had very little impact. The people at Amazon have to develop their
forwarding logistics footprint, whereas if you look at Panalpina, we’ve
already got an established forwarding and logistics platform.”
However, Wells pointed out that the Amazon/Whole Foods deal will send
ripples through the perishables business in the form of a wake-up call. “A
number of importers and growers and other retailers are finally realizing
they need to do something sooner rather than later by viewing perishables
on a global scale rather than just a country-centric solution.”
Wells added that Amazon is not yet seen as a major threat in this sector. “If
anything, I embrace [the Amazon/Whole Foods deal], because the industry
needs changing. We believe there’s going to be new virtual e-tailers coming
up in the next few years that none of us have even heard of [and] they are
going to need choice. Amazon will have their own solution, and therefore
we believe that Panalpina will be well-positioned to actually offer solutions
to non-Amazon retailers.”
As one of the most active players in the perishables M&A scene, Panalpina
“has been very strategic [with] some smaller acquisitions, some bigger,”
Wells added. “The mergers are really being done to create a true
perishables network that allows us to offer a potential customer – be it at
origin or destination – an end-to-end solution. Panalpina truly is in a good
position where we can offer a one-stop shop.”
Like the guacamole going from Mexico to the UK. “These shipments
demonstrate how Panalpina can fully manage the cool chain from door to
door,” said Quint Wilken, head of perishables for Panalpina in Europe.
Read the full story here.
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